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Decarbonisation: 

fundamental change in energy systems

• Decarbonise

electricity supply

• Electrify transport, 

industry, buildings

• Technology is 

changing, fast
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Energy 

transition

Governments

https://www.nationalrodeocouncil.com.au/

https://www.nationalrodeocouncil.com.au/


Paris Agreement goals & targets

• PA long term goal “well below 2d”

• Countries’ Nationally Determined Contributions
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Source: Pauw, Mbeva & van Asselt 2019 PalgraveComms



Parties to the Paris Agreement are invited to: “formulate 

and communicate long-term low GHG emission 

development strategies” (Article 4.19)
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Examples of long-term low-emissions strategies
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United States 

Mid-century strategy

EC Long-term 

strategic vision
German Coal 

Commission



Possible elements of a long-term strategy process

7Source: WRI 2019 (Elliott ea)



Governance of national level low-

emissions strategies: what is needed?
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Understand

• Scenarios

• Pathways

• Choices

Agree

• Institutions

• Processes

Implement

• Policy

• Regulation

Assess

• Monitoring

• Scrutiny



Understand: scenarios

Multi-scenario approach

– Wide range of scenarios 

… of future technology, economy, society

– (Not just high/low cases, sensitivity analysis)

– Overcome present-bias and narrowness in 

projections
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Understand: pathways

– Emissions pathways

– Policy pathways

– Governance pathways

– Sector-by-sector, 

bottom-up analysis

• IPCC AR6
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Understand: 

options & choices

– Opportunities? New energy industries, co-

benefits

– Pressure points? Incl social change

– Engage players beyond the energy sector
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Agree: Institutions & processes

Beyond the Ministries

– UK Committee on Climate Change, 

(Australia’s Climate Change Authority)

– Germany’s Commission on growth, structural 

change and employment (‘Coal Commission’)

– Regional transition authorities
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Agree: Institutions & processes

Energy transition “too big for technocrats”?

– social change, not just technical & economic

– risk of inefficiency / rent seeking

– large amounts of money at stake
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Implement: policies & regulation

What frameworks can facilitate the transition?

– Predictably policy with clear objectives – avoid 

policy uncertainty

– Regulation – reform when needed, eg for 

integration of decentralized energy resources

– Public investment – clear objectives, retain 

options re technological change
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Assess: monitoring

Regular assessment of progress

– Economic indicators of energy transition, 

eg affordability and competitiveness

– Physical indicators, incl international 

comparison

– Data dashboard, online data tools
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Monitoring of Germany’s Energiewende

• Government assessments 

• Independent expert 

commission reports

• Think tanks
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Assess: analysis & scrutiny

Critical assessment of direction, speed and 

nature of transition

– What progress being made on the avowed 

goals? Going backwards?

– Economic impacts? Costs? Distribution?   

– Is politics dealing appropriately with vested 

interests? 
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Recognize political and economic importance of 

fossil fuel production & exports
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High Carbon from a Land Down Under  17 

Figure 7: World’s biggest fossil fuel mining countries, by CO2 potential  

 

Source: IEA (2018) World Energy Balances; IPCC (2006) IPCC Guidelines, as described in text  

CO2 MINED PER CAPITA  

For every Australian, companies operating in Australia mine 57 tonnes of fossil fuel 

CO2 per year. That is ten times more than the world average.  

To help put that in context, annual CO2 potential from Australian fossil fuel production 

weighs about the same as 100 cows or 35 mid-size cars per Australian. 

 

Source: Australia Institute 2019, based on IEA Energy Balances



A central role for 

energy economists 

• Impartial analysis

• Efficiency, consumer 

costs, public expenditure

• A common framework 

for assessment of 

national energy 

transition?
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